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This article provides support to academics who are committed to engaging in scholarly activities in ways that promote an explicit social justice focus. Moreover, this article provides a broad overview of how to pursue social justice purposes in the field of education throughout the process of scholarly production and dissemination.

I am an advocate when I write poems speaking on behalf of those without an opportunity to be heard, for one of the curses of segregation and subordination by class is the imposition of silence. The poems seek to release a voice caught in the collective throat. (Espada, 1998, p. 8)

There is no greater way to colonize a people than to render them silent. To gag a cultural community by ramming oppressive ideologies down their “collective throat” is akin to cultural genocide. The stories of those who have been marginalized must be unbounded, accurately portrayed, and recorded, thus capturing their power, resiliency, and possibilities. Scholars of color (SOCs) are uniquely positioned to elicit the narratives of marginalized communities because of their shared social and cultural lived experiences. Moreover, SOC survive hegemonic forces that could render them mute; in response, they often strive to represent the stories of the “other” using the written word.

We, the authors, are SOCs. Throughout this article, we use the first person point of view to interrupt the hegemonic discourse in the academy that falsely depicts third person discourse as “neutral.” We do not pretend to be neutral. We value publishing for social justice and in this article provide support for SOC in pursuing justice-oriented scholarship. Also, we share our own experiences in writing for a social justice purpose, including both challenges and opportunities.

As SOCs, we are keenly aware of the unique needs that faculty of color face as they begin and move through their career trajectory within the professorate. Numerous scholars have documented the differential expectations, standards, and impact of university promotion and tenure evaluation systems when applied to SOC (Baez, 2000; Gardner & Blackstone, 2013; Thompson, 2008). For example, SOC face greater service demands in comparison to their White colleagues because of their distinct visibility in predominantly White institutions, unique perspectives related to diversity, and unwavering
commitment to mentoring students of color (Baez, 2000; Thompson, 2008). SOC often engage in service as a means of furthering their commitment to social justice and challenging institutional barriers for the advancement of communities of color (Baez, 2000). Institutions of higher education (IHE) that commit to student diversity call upon SOCs frequently to help promote these institutional goals. Unfortunately, high levels of service often correlate with fewer scholarly publications, thus exacerbating the obstacles for promotion and tenure (Gardner & Blackstone, 2013).

The stories of those who have been marginalized must be unbounded, accurately portrayed, and recorded, thus capturing their power, resiliency, and possibilities.

SOCs are often viewed as experts around diversity related issues due to their ethnic backgrounds, irrespective of their disciplinary expertise (Laden & Hagedorn, 2000). But we also know that their ethnic expertise can work against them. SOC express that their scholarship is devalued, disparaged, and dismissed via claims that they have too “narrow” a focus on issues of race and social justice (Baez, 2000; Thompson, 2008). Moreover, SOC report facing bias from White students who perceive them as less competent in comparison to White faculty, often resulting in negative teaching evaluations (Thompson, 2008). As a result, SOC face differential treatment, significant challenges in meeting promotion and tenure requirements, and limited opportunities for advancement (Baez, 2000; Laden & Hagedorn, 2000).

In addition to these professional hardships, SOC also confront additional struggles when considering the “scholarship” requirements of their work. Some of the major challenges identified by SOC (Delgado Bernal & Villalpando, 2002; Rockquemore & Laszloffy, 2008; Thompson, 2008; Turner, 2003) include the following:

- Lack of confidence in their abilities;
- Challenges about social positioning and telling one’s story;
- Perceptions of bias and lack of rigor;
- A sense of isolation and marginalization; and,
- Lower rankings of journals that publish work valued by SOC.

We are also keenly aware that an additional challenge presents itself to SOC who employ a social justice-orientation to their work and call for social change. These important works are often perceived as being steeped in liberal values, lacking objectivity, and advancing a specific “agenda.” Moreover, the scholarship of SOC is criticized for being biased, thus affirming the master-narrative that scholarship should be neutral. The result is that SOC, especially those who are probationary, are socialized early in their careers to use mainstream approaches to scholarship. In doing so, they give up a central part of who they are (identity) and why they pursued the professorate in the first place (purpose). This is equated to being silenced (Solorzano & Yosso, 2002), becoming mute (Hendrix, 2010), and ultimately losing one’s soul in the academy (Rockquemore & Laszloffy, 2008). In many ways, this is akin to what Joel Springs (1994) described as deculturalization, or stripping away and replacing the cultures of conquered communities. This phenomenon may also be considered a systemic approach to descholarization (Brickman, 1975) in the professorate in that the unique contributions of SOC become marginalized and lost as they are lured into the “whitestream” (Grande, 2000).

As the only tenure-track Latina professor at my IHE for 10 years, I, Maria, experienced a deep sense of isolation. I lacked a community of SOC with whom I could commiserate, collaborate, and produce scholarship. I lacked mentoring on publishing, much less publishing for social justice purposes. This was exacerbated by the fact that I did not feel confident as a writer. I had never seen models of Latina writers in my K–12 or undergraduate schooling experiences. My first experience with the scholarship of Latinas was in my doctoral program. I was inspired by the work of Gloria Anzaldúa, Sonia Nieto, Dolores Delgado Bernal, and Maria Franquiz. I had never experienced the written word in such a way; their scholarship touched the innermost caverns of my soul. It was in that moment that I knew that I had been starving intellectually, and I wanted to experience the nourishing power of the written word. But beyond this, I wanted to use this power to relate my experiences within hegemonic educational structures, challenge oppression, and advocate for marginalized cultural communities. The intensity and authenticity of Latina scholars helped me to believe in my own potential as a writer, or counter-storyteller, and so I embarked on this journey to use my voice as a tool to challenge oppression and advocate for social justice.

At one point, I, Francisco, rejected the idea of pursuing my doctoral degree. I viewed professors of colleges of education at universities as disconnected from the everyday realities of not only teachers and teaching but also the cultural community where I was a member. How could anyone aspire to that, I thought? My many mentors, however, inspired me forward, reminding me that our communities have important stories to tell—and that I had a responsibility, given the many opportunities...
afforded me, to tell those stories. These mentors also shared that our community needed role models to show ourselves and others who people like us could be. “You have no choice,” one of my mentors told me when discussing my pursuit of the professorate as part of our community uplift. It was their consejos, confianza, and coraje that propelled me forward, providing that much needed sense of purpose for what I, as an SOC, needed to do. For me, academic scholarship has been about telling stories of students and teachers of color in terms of both oppression and resistance.

SOCs have had numerous occasions to participate in professional development focused on “writing for publication,” both as participants and as presenters. Many of these writing for publication workshops focus generically on the process of moving from research to the actual production and dissemination via professional journals. For young SOC new to the profession, these workshops often serve as a professional lifeline essential for their success as academics in predominantly white institutions. We write this article to share our perspectives on how scholars who write with a social justice focus might do so purposefully and effectively. We assert that this will help SOC to maintain their integrity while still being successful with writing for publication within the bounds of acceptable scholarly standards. In short, this article provides an overview of how SOCs can pursue social justice purposes in the field of education throughout the process of scholarly production and dissemination.

The focus of this work is on writing articles for academic journals. We do so while being keenly aware that there are other important outlets for publications, such as books and book chapters, as well as a visual mediums (i.e., documentaries) and new mediums (i.e., blogs, wikis, webpages, etc.) for publicizing academic research. Likewise, we are writing this to academics who are employed in college and university settings. But we recognize and honor the importance of those scholars who work within community organizations and use their academic talent to directly advance the community where they are situated.

**Defining Social Justice**

Given the nearly amorphous use of the term, we begin by providing a broad definition of social justice so that readers might understand how we employ the term. A comprehensive definition of this term is beyond the scope of this article given that we recognize the multiple (and sometimes contested) definitions of the term. We encourage readers to pursue other definitions that are consonant with their understanding of social justice.

For us, social justice is a term that spans multiple disciplinary fields, from sociology and psychology, to critical legal studies and urban education. Within the field of education, it is most apparent in critical multicultural education, critical race theory, and anti-racist education (see, for example, Kumashiro, 2015; Ladson-Billings & Tate, 1995; May & Sleeter, 2010; Solorzano & Bernal, 2001). Social justice in education was spurred by the long, though historically relatively obscure work in ethnic studies as well as women/gender studies, which became prevalent and robust as a result of the Civil Rights Movement (Rios & Munoz, 2012).

Social justice provides a critical lens for questions on diversity, equity, inclusion/access, power, privilege, inequality, and the stratification of individuals based on social identity. Rather than centering the individual as the unit of analysis, SOCs focus on the structural (especially institutional policies and practices), discursive (national narratives), and ideological (underlying assumptions and beliefs about phenomena, including the epistemological). Elevating the unit of analysis beyond what occurs at the individual level is one of the most important elements of employing a social justice framework (Scheurich & Young, 1997). With respect to diversity, it includes a variety of social identities (race, class, language, gender, legal status, sexual orientation, exceptionality, etc.) as well as their intersections. Social justice is critical, if not outright hostile, toward deficit ideologies applied to individuals and their communities (Valencia, 2010). Instead it identifies and embraces the social-cultural capital and assets of marginalized communities (Yosso, 2006).

Social justice in education focuses on inequities in curriculum, instruction, assessment, policies, procedures, and preparation (Bull, 2008). For example, social justice topics in education include, but are not limited to standards-based instruction (Sleeter & Cornbleth, 2011), school discipline (Payne & Welch, 2015), school reform (Kumashiro, 2015), school finance (Rodriguez & Rolle, 2013), language policies (Nieto, 2013), civic education (Youiss, 2011), curriculum (Salinas, 2006; Zamudio, Russell, Rios, & Bridgeman, 2011), assessment (Lee, 2013), tracking (Cammarota, 2014), segregation (Anyon, 2014), and teacher and principal preparation (Franquiz, Salazar, & DeNicolo, 2011).

We now turn our attention to the production of articles for publication. We do so by focusing on pre-conditional considerations in writing for publication. Next, we focus on the production of articles. We end with considerations for submitting articles.

**Determining a Social Justice Purpose**

While the actual writing of articles is where the proverbial rubber meets the road, we acknowledge a key consideration in positioning yourself to write for
publication is to understand your own motivation to publish. A legitimate answer to the question is for professional advancement. Additionally, there is great pride in seeing your work published in a journal that is read by your peers and used to extend academic conversations in the discipline. Many scholars, having developed a productive research protocol that garnered important findings, hope that sharing their results might interrupt inequity and advance educational quality. Completing a research project and sharing it with others is part and parcel of what it means to engage in academic scholarship.

It is also important to ask why SOCs strive to write for social justice. Collins (2013) encouraged us to write to speak truth to power as well to generate dialogue within our respective social-cultural communities. SOCs often write to challenge taken for granted conventions and thereby shift the conversation that is occurring within the academic discipline. Questioning the academic field is a process that begins while considering the problem to be studied, continues throughout the research design process, and comes to fruition when sharing the study with external publics.

SOCs attempt to challenge the field by working to address significant social challenges with special attention to understanding and working toward disrupting injustice. From our experiences, the primary end goal of many SOC who are social justice educators is to confront and attempt to resolve social problems. Publishing is the vehicle used to accomplish this goal. They do this by documenting hegemonic realities, such as the inequalities that result when tracking students into different academic ability groups. For example, Cammarota (2014) engaged high school students in participatory action research to analyze the disparities that resulted from academic tracking in their school.

Moreover, SOC social justice educators also address social challenges by documenting unintended impacts of policies and practices that are intended to alleviate educational inequalities but instead, exacerbate the inequalities. As a case in point, Nieto (2014) argued that the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) was framed as an attempt to hold schools accountable to and for the outcomes of all students. Yet, she revealed that unintended negative impacts have resulted from the near manic use of standardized assessments with the concomitant narrowing of the curriculum (teaching only those subjects that were being tested) and instructional strategies (teaching for test performance). Documenting impact might also include whether or not enacted policies and/or practices maintain power relations, reduce student/family agency, and maintain or disrupt the actual material conditions of people’s lives.

SOCs hope that our scholarship has the strength to change repressive discourses in the academic field; periodically something substantial comes along that has this impact. However, we believe it is more important to recognize that it is the culmination of small challenges, questions, and deliberations that lead to the big changes in the field. We think it is empowering and motivating to see yourself as a collaborator among peers who are working to make change in the academic field and advance social justice. This makes the work you are engaged in “bigger than yourself.” If nothing else, an important goal of writing for broad social justice purposes is to develop in yourself and your readers a critical consciousness that may lead to praxis. All of this is predicated on a recognition that scholars can and do make a difference for positive social change.

Lastly, it is important to note that the relationship between identity and writing with a social justice focus. As you pursue social justice focused scholarship, recognize that you are also establishing a personal and professional identity. In doing so, you are able and willing to situate your place in research and in the broader professorial community. It has the concomitant impact of helping to connect you with other like-minded scholars and practitioners.

**Framing Scholarship with a Social Justice Focus**

Once you have established the broad purpose(s) for choosing to engage in scholarship for social justice aims, you need to be explicit about how you are framing the academic initiative in which you are engaged. Important in this regard is to read social justice-oriented scholarship. This recognizes and honors the fact that your scholarship is predicated upon the publications of those social justice advocates whose work has come before your own; their efforts make your scholarship possible. But more than that, this is the literature review that frames the story that is the backdrop for your scholarship. Social justice-oriented scholarship that you read will also be instrumental in helping you to understand the scope of the problem more fully and how others have approached this problem theoretically, empirically, personally, and communally. It connects you with like-minded scholars and adds to the conversation in the field. In saying this, we urge you to remain open to a broad range of social justice-oriented scholarship you might read, including historical accounts, narratives, and both fiction and non-fiction.

Closely related to the literature you review is the importance of employing a liberatory theoretical framework. All quality scholarship is anchored in a framework that helps you conceptualize the problem, the methodology, the analysis of data, etc. Thus, the theoretical framework you take is central to your academic stance and identity as a social justice scholar. Fortunately, there
Writing with a Social Justice Perspective

Assuming you have done the initial preparation in that you are clear about your purpose, read works by social justice scholars who employ liberatory theoretical frameworks, and use a methodology that speaks to the needs of those in the community you wish to serve, the next step is to write. With this prior work in hand, there are important decisions to make about the story you tell and how you want to tell it. Given that this is the most creative aspect of the entire writing for publication experience, you need to be purposeful and deliberate about the words and discourses you use to tell a story. It is vital to write with a powerful voice. For us, writing with a powerful voice asks you to assert whatever principles of social justice, equity, excellence, inclusion, diversity, power, privilege, etc., that most directly speak to your experience and research project you have completed. It is, in short, asking you to draw from your own story and research to take a strong stance for social justice.

Even in the most data rich publication where the data tell much of the story, there are spaces in the introduction (framing), analysis, discussion, and conclusion, even within the most traditional academic discourse formats, to advocate on behalf of the marginalized and to oppose “isms” and other forms of injustice. Consider the section of the article you write that includes implications for practice as the beginning of a larger theory to practice piece directed at practitioners in the field. Also consider a section that includes a discussion on public policy implications of the project. Your voice can be amplified and have impact as a scholarly publication, a position article, or an editorial that may possibly influence public policy in your university, community, state, the nation, or the global community.

When writing the article, we especially encourage you to tap into the power of narratives and stories of real people in real-life situations. In some cases, it may be your own counter-narrative that you share to challenge master-narratives, or interrupt “neutral” forms of expression that are privileged in scholarly writing. There is a special power in telling stories that disrupt tacit, taken for granted, assumptions about communities of color, and the stereotypes often held about them. This humanizes the experience of those that are often dehumanized and silenced. Espada (1998) wrote, ‘Eduardo Galeano has written, ‘I write for those who cannot read me.’ These are the human beings who, in the words of Wolf-gang Binder, ‘run the risk of leaving this earth unrec-orded.’” (p. 8). The use of narratives in research is powerful in that it captures the complexity of human lives (Josselson, 2006). This complexity includes what Chapman (2005) described as the “nature of ‘voice,’ what it represents, who it represents, and who has the power to assert it” (p. 27). SOCs often grapple with the
nature of voice and how to represent the experience of those who are othered (Chapman, 2005; Kushamiro, 2000). But in our experiences, writing our own stories is cathartic, empowering, and soul-saving.

We recognize that much of the academic research and publication process seems as if it all falls on the individual. We strongly encourage you to make writing a social process. One of the first things to do is to consider whether you want this to be an individual project or a collaborative project with others. This meets the ways of knowing for those SOC who value a more communal approach to the production of knowledge. Moreover, there are important advantages of working collaboratively. Among other things, there is the proverbial “two heads are better than one” in terms of the overall strength of the scholarly project. Often working with a colleague, or colleagues, is motivating because you have others who you need to be accountable to in terms of moving projects forward. And working with others also shares the load of the labor of engaging in this work. But there are also some drawbacks as well: you can often become stuck if one of your collaborators isn’t doing their part of the work. We often underestimate the time it takes to negotiate shared meaning around the work that is being produced. And some institutions, especially those that are research-intensive, require academics to produce single-author publications as part of the tenure process.

Even if you are writing individually, you can still make writing social by connecting with like-minded scholars and contacting established scholars who might serve, informally or formally, as mentors for the project. Seek out other social justice-oriented scholars to help you refine your work by providing counsel for framing, analyzing, writing, and submitting the work. It is helpful if you can identify a small group of colleagues who can serve as potential informal external reviewers of your work before submitting it formally for publication. Find someone who is especially good at writing mechanics and writing clarity. Ask someone who brings a strong social justice stance to read for the degree to which it reflects that purpose, and reach out to a critical friend, someone who will ask the tough questions and get you to think about your work in a more nuanced (and hence more complete) way. Above all, have at least two people read your work if at all possible before submitting it formally for review.

**Disseminating Social Justice Scholarship**

The next consideration is which journals you choose to submit your work. A key principle is that you need to consider the audience you want to read your work when choosing publication outlets. This goes back to why you chose to do a social justice project in the first place since this will also direct you to for whom it should be disseminated. You also need to balance those journals that might have the greatest prestige and professional audience with your sense about which journal would be most open to your work. For example, consider impact factor, readership, and fit. To get this sense more directly, you can send an extended abstract to the editors of journals you have identified and see if they feel your work is a “fit” for their journal. You also have to consider those audiences you most wish to reach may favor a practitioner-oriented article and thereby need to expand your sphere of influence by writing such.

We would be remiss if it seemed as if we were offering these recommendations without considering the contextual constraints that you must operate under. You write at your own peril if you do not attend to the institutional expectations that are required for tenure and/or promotion in terms of journal selection, authorship—sole or joint—and author order, types of scholarly work, etc. In many IHEs, some journals carry more weight for tenure and promotion review than do other journals. We strongly urge you to understand fully the institutional requirements for tenure and promotion and to pursue these relentlessly. We also suggest you to encourage social justice advocates in your department, who are tenured, to work within the institutional settings to broaden the definition of whose knowledge counts and the value of communicating that knowledge beyond traditional academic circles.

While there are many strong journals to consider, some of our favorites for promoting social justice in education related research include the following: *Equity and Excellence in Education*; *Rethinking Schools*; *Race, Ethnicity, and Education*; *Diaspora*; *Minority and Indigenous Education*; *Latinos in Education*; *Multicultural Perspectives*; *Bilingual Research Journal*; *Urban Education*; *Race, Class and Gender*; and the *International Journal of Multicultural Education*. One productive approach to locating other such journals is to review the journals listed in the reference section of your own publication. Also, it is important to read recent articles in the journal to identify ways to structure and organize your publication so your social justice message is clear and targeted.

It bears repeating that it is important to consider how to get the most from your publication in terms of scholarly and community impact. For example, inform your local, national, and international colleagues about your work. Encourage them to read and cite your work. List your publications and post your updated curriculum vitae on your university portfolio site. Join scholarly networks that disseminate information about your scholarship such as the ResearchGate. Concomitantly, get the word out about your scholarly work to the communities most impacted by the issue you address, but especially to...
the community where you completed the work. This means you may need to produce “collateral products” such as editorials, press releases, works for practice-oriented journals, etc. that are read by the people in the community. Another way to frame this is to consider how you have to become academically “multilingual” by way of communicating rich and significant academic ideas and concepts through linguistic scaffolds for multiple audiences.

Additional Considerations When Writing for Publication

We wish to share some thoughts about feedback received from editors. Expect to receive feedback and requests for revisions for most articles that are submitted for peer review. Rarely, you may receive an “accepted” without changes. Periodically you will receive notice that your article is accepted pending minor changes; we urge you to make those minor changes and resubmit the work with all deliberate speed. More often, you will receive a revise and resubmit; note that this is not a “reject” and that the editor believes that the article demonstrates promise. In this instance, you have to decide whether the work to make the revisions is worth the effort. We also urge you to not make any changes that violate the integrity of the scholarly work. If that is the case (or in the case of a reject), take the feedback that is provided that you find useful and identify a different journal that might be more receptive to your social justice focus. Sharing the work with a senior scholar whose opinion you value to ascertain the article’s overall merits can also be helpful.

Along with all these considerations, we also acknowledge that there is often less support for social justice oriented research. While there is plenty of funding, contemporarily, for Science, Math, Technology, and Engineering (STEM), there is often limited funding available to study diversity and equity issues. This should not be interpreted to mean there is no fiscal support but rather that there is less and it is harder to garner. Of course, there are certainly possibilities for engaging an interdisciplinary STEM project where access and equity are a central part of the study. For example, a recent Google search for terms that joined science with social justice resulted in 40 million sites; a Google search connecting math and social justice netted 7 million sites. The interest in social justice STEM research merits closer examination and often has strong potential for funding.

We also would be remiss if we did not acknowledge that writing with a social justice focus is more challenging in certain academic disciplines. For example, we realize that writing an article on quantum mechanics from a social justice perspective is uncommon. However, we believe that all disciplines can be conceptualized through the lens of just scholarship.

While this article has focused on SOCs, we do not aim to leave out our White allies. White scholars, alongside SOCs, have bolstered notions of social justice in education to new heights in the past 3 decades including Sleeter, McLaren, Apple, Faltis, Ayers, Zeichner, and Cochran-Smith, to name but a few. These scholars have been stalwart advocates of marginalized communities, thus interrupting oppression by telling the stories of those who are “othered” (Kumashiro, 2001). As SOC, we welcome the efforts of our White allies, particularly as reviewers on journals with a social justice focus, pre-reviewers of articles, advocates on SOC tenure files, and supporters of SOC junior colleagues.

. . . we must not lose sight of our purpose for entering the academy: to uphold what is good and just in the academy and simultaneously dismantle that which is repressive to our communities. We seek to tear down the gates to the Tower and make it ivory no longer, but rather a blending of colors that represent our global society.

However, it is important to note that when expressing the voices of those who have been, and continue to be marginalized, White scholars must avoid the white savior complex. Straubhaar (2014) described the white savior complex as a sense that “Westerners have the unique power to uplift, edify, and strengthen” (p. 384). Straubhaar added that at times White scholars do not acknowledge the benefits accorded to them because of their history as colonizers and the existing social structures that privilege Whiteness. Thus, we caution White scholars to acknowledge their privilege and respect the dignity of those who have been historically marginalized. Communities of color do not need to be fixed, changed, or saved. We have the power to improve our own communities, in collaboration with our White allies.

White scholars must also guard against the “pobrecito syndrome” or the “poor little ones” mentality (Flores-Ortiz, 2003). This belief system reifies deficit notions of marginalized communities and is focused on how our communities are incapable, inferior, and require lowered
Scholarship that perpetuates stereotypes, isms, and oppression has no room in the academe of today.

Conclusion

The topic on SOCs publishing academic research for a social justice purpose is important for academy. We face many challenges and opportunities in publishing for social justice. Many topics for future research emerge from this topic, including exploring criticisms that the work of SOCs is limited in scope, as compared to White scholars who are lauded as social justice crusaders when they do research on marginalized communities, identifying alternative mediums for publishing and disseminating scholarly work that increases our relevance and impact in marginalized communities, advising graduate students on exploring social justice issues in their dissertations and scholarly publications, and identifying methods for moving our ideals from theory to practice to real and sustained transformation.

As the number of SOC faculty entering the “ivory tower” increases, the definition of scholarship will morph and transform into a kaleidoscope that captures the interests and needs of the many cultural communities we represent. As change advances, we must not lose sight of our purpose for entering the academy: to uphold what is good and just in the academy and simultaneously dismantle that which is repressive to our communities. We seek to tear down the gates to the Tower and make it ivory no longer, but rather a blending of colors that represent our global society. SOCs are disrupting the present and envisioning the future, and along with our White allies, we will transform the academy with the power of our collective voices and just scholarship.

We end with Espada’s call for us to be responsible and relentless in telling the compelling stories, via academic scholarship, of those from our cultural communities who are marginalized but who create spaces for living with dignity. At times, these stories are our own. Espada (1998, p. 8) wrote:

If I know Mrs. Baez, a Dominican immigrant living in the burned-out wreckage of a building torched by her landlord, then I am obligated to record her painfully dignified ritual of serving coffee to strangers. If I know Jacobo Mena, a Guatemalan artist, a refugee from political persecution on the verge of being deported, who cleaned offices by night and painted stunning landscapes by day, I am compelled to write of his colors, his green and red. To know what a cockroach may become embedded in a child’s ear is to accept responsibility for that knowledge, to communicate that knowledge for the sake of those who do not know, and those who do. How could I know what I know, and not tell what I know? (emphasis added)
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